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Abstract

SMS, one of the most popular and fast-growing GSM value-added services worldwide,

has attracted unwanted SMS, also known as SMS spam. The effects of SMS spam are

significant as it affects both the users and the service providers, causing a massive

gap in trust among both parties. This article presents a deep learning model based on

BiLSTM. Further, it compares our results with some of the states of the art machine

learning (ML) algorithm on two datasets: our newly collected dataset and the popu-

lar UCI SMS dataset. This study aims to evaluate the performance of diverse learning

models and compare the result of the new dataset expanded (ExAIS_SMS) using the fol-

lowing metrics the true positive (TP), false positive (FP), F-measure, recall, precision,

and overall accuracy. The average accuracy for the BiLSTSM model achieved mod-

erately improved results compared to some of the ML classifiers. The experimental

results achieved significant improvement from the ground truth results after effec-

tive fine-tuning of some of the parameters. The BiLSTM model using the ExAIS_SMS

dataset attained an accuracy of 93.4% and 98.6% for UCI datasets. Further compari-

son of the two datasets on the state-of-the-art ML classifiers gave an accuracy of Naive

Bayes, BayesNet, SOM, decision tree, C4.5, J48 is 89.64%, 91.11%, 88.24%, 75.76%,

80.24%, and 79.2% respectively for ExAIS_SMS datasets. In conclusion, our proposed

BiLSTM model showed significant improvement over traditional ML classifiers. To fur-

ther validate the robustness of our model, we applied the UCI datasets, and our results

showed optimal performance while classifying SMS spam messages based on some

metrics: accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Advancements in mobile device technology have increased user’s dependence due to portability and ever-present use in daily living,1 thereby mak-

ing it easier for users to store exclusive and private information such as banking details, contact lists, emails, medical records and other delicate

records.2 In addition, the rapid growth of mobile networks has enhanced everyday activities in distributing information and improving communica-

tions in real-time.3 The most popular service of the GSM is the Short Message Service (SMS) due to its network reliability, cheap use, and non-internet

enabled services, with over 200,000 SMS sent per second.4
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the original work is properly cited.
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Modern-day technology has increased the number of messaging applications on mobile devices such as WhatsApp, Wechat, Hangout and so

forth.5 However, with all the new messaging services available on smart devices, the impact of SMS on mobile users still remains on the rise based

on the cheap rate of sending text and network reliability, thereby making SMS messages a profitable alternative for GSM subscribers.6 Notably, SMS

is also accessible on a broad span of network standards such as code division multiple access (CDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), and

supported tactically on every phone.

The increasing usage of SMS by mobile users has built spammers’ interest, and literature has shown that 33% of SMS in Asia is considered

spam.7 SMS spam is still an emerging problem globally due to mobile users’ high response rate based on its trusted and personal services.8,9 Spam is

generally referred to as an unwanted or unsolicited message sent randomly by an individual without connection to the user, primarily for commercial,

fraudulent, and malicious intent.10,11

The motivation of this research study is based on the continuous rise of SMS spam received by an end-user network congestion via SMS flood at

the mobile network operators’ end.12 In addition, an SMS spammer uses telemarketing to congest a network; hence the SMS gateway has a poten-

tial problem since it uses a script to send a large number of messages through one gateway, thus creating a denial or delay of service to mobile

users. The effect of SMS spam on users is relatively high compared to email spam because SMS subscribers feel more secure using this service for

exchanging confidential information, sanctioning payments, and other daily applications. Effective classification of SMS is very challenging due to

the following13:

1. The limited length of characters involved in SMS (160 characters) affects the overall availability of a sufficient SMS dataset for training and

testing purposes.

2. The constant use of idiosyncratic languages and unstandardized abbreviations (punctuation, emoticons, etc.) influences the performance of

existing classifiers.

Existing literature on SMS classification has shown research efforts to detect spam messages using different approaches and methods. However,

there is still a crucial need to identify practical approaches for classifying SMS efficiently, thus securing users’ information and providing a better

experience for users.14 Bin et al.15 analyzed the existing problems of SMS spam as:

1. The inability of existing SMS spam detection techniques to filter appropriately on the network side;

2. The ability of spammers to bypass the traditional ways of spam filtering and

3. Low accuracy of existing SMS spam classifiers.

However, the success of machine learning (ML) techniques in filtering SMS spam relies extremely on the choice of a suitable feature set for

classification.13 This research study presents SMS spam detection on two datasets by applying the vast and effective performance of the BiLSTM

model for efficient detection. We also compared our results with the best six ML algorithms.This research study raises the following questions:

RQ1: What is the accuracy of various ML algorithms on the ExAIS SMS dataset?

RQ2: What is the accuracy of various ML algorithms on the UCI SMS dataset?

RQ3: How can we measure the computational cost of various ML classifiers on these two datasets with respect to time and speed?

This study aims at conducting a comparative experiment on the new dataset and also comparing the result of the ExAIS_SMS dataset on MATLAB

environment for the BiLSTM model, and the WEKA platform was used to evaluate the performance of six different ML algorithms. The remaining

part of the article is sectioned as Section 2, discussing the literature review and related work in detail. Section 3 presents the methodology, while

the result obtained and discussion was presented in Section 4. The study concludes with the future recommendations in Section 5.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

This section reviews closely related SMS spam filtering techniques using various ML algorithms and backgrounds of the work. Some of the

state-of-the-art methods and algorithms that are often used in the SMS spam classification are explained in this section in Section 2.1 and the related

work in Section 2.2.

2.1 Various models and algorithms

A brief description of BiLSTM and other ML classifiers is discussed in the subsections.
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2.1.1 Deep learning models

Deep learning models have consistently shown a great and significant performance in natural language-based applications ranging from text classi-

fication,16 sentiment analysis, email spam detection, fake news detection and so forth. One of the deep learning models used efficiently in diverse

natural language-based applications is the recurrent neural network (RNN). The unique feature of RNN architecture is the application of a gating

mechanism consisting of an input gate, forget gate, and output gate,16 which aids in addressing the preservation of long-term information. A good

example of the RMM model can be fully expressed in LSTM and BiLSTM models. Bi-LSTM neural network consists of a bi-directional LSTM that

could be trained in both time directions concurrently, as shown in Figure 1,17 with different hidden layers.18 This method has been widely applied to

different research domains due to its efficient properties. In many recent researches, the overall performance of the BiLSTM model simply outper-

forms other traditional RNNs. However, to the best of our knowledge, this article is the first to analyze the impact of BiLSTM methods in SMS spam

classification.

2.1.2 Machine learning

ML involves learning structure from data through the combination of representation, evaluation, and optimization.19 ML, also referred to as data

mining or predictive analytics, is expected to drive the next big wave of innovation.20 Its application is useful in performing a task associated with arti-

ficial Intelligence such as classification, prediction, speech recognition, diagnosis, face recognition, robot control, named entity recognition, ranking

and so forth.21,22 However, the representation of text documents is crucial for ML approaches for text classification.23 According to the literature,

ML can be categorized into three classes which include: supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised learning.

Learned-Miller24 described supervised learning as the task of learning from a deduced function (classifier) based on training data which com-

prises a set of examples which are input object (vector) and anticipated output (supervisory signal). In addition, supervised ML predicts the right

output value for any valid input, thereby drawing conclusions from training data in a practicable way. Examples of supervised models are neural net-

works, decision trees, and multilayer perceptron. This learning method is very expensive since the majority of the data comes as unlabeled; therefore,

the cost of labeling this data for prior knowledge is very expensive.

F I G U R E 1 The flow diagram of the proposed SMS spam filter
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Unsupervised learning is basically learning with unlabeled data used in the clustering of input classes on the basis of their statistical

properties only.

Semi-supervised utilizes both labeled and unlabeled data to perform the learning task. It involves the use of large numbers of unlabeled data

against the minimal number of labeled data. This type of ML has attracted a lot of attention in different research domains such as web mining and

so forth.25 Examples of semi-supervised learning are Gaussian distribution (GMM), hidden Markov models (HMM), multinomial distributions and

so forth.26

This study aims at evaluating the performance of ML classifiers on two datasets on MATLAB and WEKA environments. For a detailed literature

review, there is a need to discuss some of the ML classifiers used in this study which include: Naïve Bayes, BayesNet, support vector machine (SVM),

K-Nearest Neighbor Decision Rule, J48 and so forth.

Naïve Bayes

Based on existing literature, NB has shown to be the simplest means of classification, which is based on probabilistic analysis from Bayes’ theorem

(Bayesian statistics) with strong (Naive) independence assumptions.27 This classifier combines the initial understanding of observed data, thereby

assigning a posterior probability to a class based on its initial likelihood given from the training data.24 In addition, there is an assumption of condi-

tional independence between attributes hence, setting maximum a posterior class to new instances. The mathematical expression for NB classifier

is given as:

P
(

an = wk|𝜈j

)
(1)

𝜈NB = arg
𝜈j𝜖

{ max
spam,ham}

P
(
𝜈j

)∏

n

P
(

an|𝜈j

)
(2)

where: Prob. of the nth word in the SMS is the k-word in our lexicon, given the SMS has been classified as 𝜈j. 𝜈NB is the naïve Bayes classifier.

Support vector machine

A SVM is a non-linear classifier and a typical example of supervised learning that uses a discriminative classifier formally defined by a separating

hyperplane.28 SVM has been stated based on the existing study as a superior classifier when compared to other methods. However, the shortcoming

of this method is the very large number of support vectors used in the training set, thus increasing the computational complexity with respect to

time.29 SVM decision function is represented as:

f(x) = sgn

(
m∑

n=1

∝n yn.k (x, xn) + b

)

(3)

where: α and y are the weights of the support vectors;

x is the input vector;

yn is an element of+1 to−1;

b is the bias.

K-nearest neighbor

The k nearest-neighbor algorithm is considered a non-parametric method based on its non-initial assumptions of the class boundary. Instead, it

adapts closely to non-linear boundaries as the values of training data increase.30 The K-nearest-neighbor method can be thought of as estimating

the values of the probabilities of the classes given A. The denser the points around X, the larger the value of k, and the more effective the evaluation.

The Euclidean distance is used for calculating distance among numerical attributes for nearest-neighbor methods, as expressed in Equation (4).

The distance between two patterns (a11, a12,… , a1n) and (a21,a22,… , a2n) is:

Euclidean distance between two patterns =

√√√√
n∑

j=1

(
a1j − a2j

)2
(4)

2.2 Literature review

Recent systematic reviews from previous researchers like Delany et al.,13 Abayomi-Alli et al.,17 Rao et al.31 have demonstrated different classification

methods, feature extraction, and selection approaches adapted by previous researchers in the analysis and detection of SMS spam classification.

Sjarif et al.32 presented a feature extraction method based on the term-frequency-inverse document frequency method to assess relevant words.
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They applied different ML models to evaluate the classifier’s overall performance. The study showed that the combination of TF-IDF and random

forest algorithm outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms, thus improving the detection of SMS spam. A similar study from Lim and Singh33

proposed cost-sensitive techniques based on stacking of multilayer perceptron (MLP) algorithm and Bayesian network. The contribution of the

study was its ability to minimize misclassification rate and very impressive performance when compared with other ML algorithms.

Sharaff et al.34 proposed a novel SMS spam filter model based on a biologically inspired algorithm named krill herd optimization and dendritic

cell algorithm. Their experimental results showed that the proposed model gave more accurate results compared with other ML classifiers like NB,

LR, SVM, and XgBoost classifier. Another study from Bosaeed et al.35 developed a multi-filter that applied multiple ML based classifiers using three

classification methods, namely Naïve Bayes (NB), SVM, and Naïve Bayes Multinomial (NBM). The study shows the flexibility of multiple platforms

by implementing their proposed model partly and fully on both mobile and server apps, thus ensuring computational resource optimization.

Alzahrani and Rawat36 also presented a comparative study of different ML algorithms for SMS spam detection. Four ML algorithms were applied,

and the best performance was achieved with the neural network algorithm compared with other classifiers. A similar study was carried out by

authors Theodorus et al.37 that compared the performance of eight ML classifiers in Bahasa Indonesia SMS text classification. Other applications of

ML algorithms have been presented by different works of literature like the Naïve Bayes algorithm,27,38–40 neural network classifier,41 self organizing

map,15 KNN, H20 framework,42 and so on. Ensemble learning was applied by Sisodia et al. The authors presented an automated framework for SMS

spam classification using various classifiers, namely individual classifiers such as KNN, NB, SVM, ID3, CART, C4.5, and ensemble classifiers such

as Adaboost, random forest, and voting. The experimental results showed promising results with the best accuracy obtained with the ensemble

learning classifiers based on random forest.

Sharma and Sharaff43 recently considered a different perspective, which applied genetic programming to SMS spam filters to reduce

false-positive errors. The performance of the proposed method shows significant improvement in the classification of SMS spam with the increas-

ing number of generations. Other evolutionary methods also gained effective relevance in the SMS spam classification; studies from Al-Hasan and

El-Alfy2 proposed a novel approach DCA on NB and SVM algorithms using various feature sets. Onashoga et al.44 developed a collaborative and

adaptive filtering system based on an artificial immune system similar to Mahmoud and Mahfouz,45 which also applied artificial immune system for

SMS spam.

Authors presented the application of deep learning techniques for SMS spam detection using LSTM in Gadde et al.46 and Al-Bataineh and Kaur.47

Authors in the former also applied three different word embedding techniques based on the count, TF-IDF, and hashing vectorizer. The experimental

results for LSTM were compared with some of the state-of-the-art ML techniques. However, authors in the latter demonstrated the robustness of

LSTM topologies with a clonal selection algorithm for text classification. The study was evaluated using three datasets and benchmarked with some

of the state-of-the-art ML classifiers. The experimental results showed that their proposed model outperforms other models regarding accuracy,

precision, recall, F1-score, and computational time. Roy et al.48 also proposed a deep learning method based on convolutional neural networks and

long short-term memory models in the classification of SMS spam. The study showed a significant performance of deep learning models using three

configurations, and the addition of regularization parameters such as dropout improved classification accuracy. Another interesting work by Xia and

Chen49 introduced an enhanced Hidden Markov Model for a weighted feature and label words. Their study shows that the application of weighted

features enhanced HMM outperforms the LSTM with respect to accuracy and computational speed.

A new method based on a lightweight deep neural model referred to as Lightweight Gated Recurrent Unit (LGRU) was presented by Wei and

Nguyen50 for SMS spam detection. In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method, the authors compared their results with over 30

different machine and deep learning classifiers. Aside from that, the proposed method achieved better results compared with existing models; the

authors also claimed that it also incurs less complexity in terms of training time. Authors Annareddy and Tammina51 and Huang52 applied deep

learning models for the detection of SMS spam. The former showed a comparative study of two deep learning models based on a convolutional

neural network and RNN on a large SMS corpus. The overall results show interesting findings. At the same time, the latter applied the CNN model on

the Chinese Wikipedia corpus. The authors further demonstrated the impact of hyper-parameters in achieving optimal results. Another interesting

finding that combined two deep learning models, namely RNNs and the LSTM model, was proposed by Chandra and Khatri.53 The study showed

that the proposed model could predict based on previous knowledge of patterns and the current vector set. The study concluded with a significant

improvement in performance based on accuracy with excellent and acceptable runtime.

Lee and Kang54 introduced word embedding methods for building a feature vector and applied deep learning methods for SMS spam classifica-

tion. The experimental result shows little improvement in the performance of the deep learning method compared with the conventional ML method

of SVM-light. Chen et al.3 and Baaqeel and Zagrouba55 introduced a hybrid system for SMS spam classification. The former applied a trust manage-

ment scheme using behavioral, and SMS traffic data and the article concluded that the proposed prototype achieved effective detection with respect

to efficiency, robustness, and accuracy. However, the latter combined six supervised models and unsupervised methods for SMS spam detection.

However, the overall experiments showed that the combination of K-means with SVM gave an outstanding performance based on accuracy. Thus,

the study concluded that the hybrid system performed way better than the single classifier.

Other interesting studies include the application of graph centrality in SMS spam detection,56,57 factorial analysis filtering approaches on

linguistic techniques,14 the Rough-set and Naïve-Bayes algorithm,58 FIMESS approach which uses external features like invalid characters, time

inaccuracies and blacklisted keywords to filter SMS spam was presented in Androulidakis et al.59
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After a thorough review of related studies, some of the identified shortfalls include the following: insufficient dataset for training effectively

and classifying SMS, the problem of class imbalance, challenges with time complexity of some existing approaches, problem of increasing misclassifi-

cation rate and so forth. Therefore, this study adopted a deep learning model based on BiLSTM for SMS spam classification using two SMS datasets.

To further evaluate the robustness of our method, we compared our results with some-of-the-art ML algorithms based on performance and time

complexity.

3 PROPOSED DESIGN METHODOLOGY

This section presents the steps involved in classification. The classification experiment is carried out using various ML algorithms. A schematic flow

diagram of the proposed SMS filtering system is shown in Figure 1. This section is divided into three subsections, namely:

1. The datasets;

2. The preprocessing;

3. Classification (experiment and evaluation)

3.1 Datasets

This section describes the data set that was used for our evaluation. For the purpose of this work, two datasets were used: the ExAIS_SMS dataset*

and the UCI dataset. The ExAIS_SMS dataset contains a total number of 5240 SMS messages,60 while the UCI dataset contains 5572 SMS.61

3.2 Pre-processing stage

In this subsection, we preprocessed the SMS corpus using three different techniques on each SMS corpus. The following was carried out for

preprocessing the corpus, which are:

i. Elimination of native languages from the SMS database: a thorough search was carried out to eliminate duplicated messages from the database.

The overall total number of unique SMS evaluated in this study is 4420 SMS which consists of 2453 spam and 1967 ham messages. A summary

of class distributions for the two datasets used in this study is depicted in Figures 2 and 3.

F I G U R E 2 Class distribution for ExAIS_SMS dataset
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F I G U R E 3 Class distribution for UCI_SMS dataset

F I G U R E 4 Screenshot of a few preprocessed training documents

ii. Removal of the header, time, and date of each SMS message: second, we removed some features such as header, time stamp, and date from the

corpus.

iii. Eliminating all punctuation marks, prepositions, short-length words less than or equals to two (<=) alphabets. To ensure the effectiveness of our

model, we carefully removed all unnecessary punctuations such as stopwords, exclamation, short words and so forth. There was a need to make

our preprocessing more flexible due to the unstandardized abbreviation mostly used in SMS. A display of the first few preprocessed trainings

document and the token breakdown per SMS is depicted in Figure 4.

After the ExAIS_SMS dataset was preprocessed, a total number of 4420 SMS was realized and used for further classification. The 4420

ExSIS_SMS dataset comprises 2453 Spam, and 1967 Ham was finally used for evaluation. For optimal results, each document was converted to
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sequences using word encoding, and each sequence was applied during training, validation, and testing for effective feature selection. The number

of instances used in ExAIS_SMS summed up to 4420 instances, while 5572 instances were evaluated in the UCI dataset.

3.3 Proposed model architecture

Our choice of the BiLSTM model is based on the significant performance in other text classification tasks. This sequence prediction model with the

ability to learn data points weights and determine decision boundaries between classes has helped previous research endeavors in the effectively

classification of text, especially in sentiment analysis.

The proposed BiLSTM model, as depicted in Figure 5, is a six-layer model which involves the L1-input sequence layer consisting of one dimension

input and the L2-word embedding layer consisting of 50 dimensions. The L3-BiLSTM layer is summarized in Table 1, While the L4-the fully connected

layer and L5-SoftMax layer and final layer L6- the output layer is used in classifying as either spam or ham.

F I G U R E 5 The architecture of our BiLSTM model

TA B L E 1 Summary of the BiLSTM architecture

BiLSTM architecture

Sequence input 1 dimension

Number of hidden units 100

State activation function tanh

Gate activation function sigmoid

Output 2

Epsilon 1e-8

Training parameters

Optimizer Adam

Gradient decay factor 0.9

Squared gradient decay factor 0.999

Max Epoch 150

Mini Batchsize 128

LearnRateDropFactor 1e-2

Initial learning rate (α) 1e-3

Execution environment Auto
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For our embedding model, we used the standard/default setting word2vec for training the data. This embedding model is based on the

continuous-Bag-of-Words (CBOW) method. Considering the sparsity of our datasets, it was hard for deep learning to learn good features; there-

fore, the word2vec embedding model was able to represent each word using a low dimension vector of 50 dimensions. The BiLSTM model used in

this study enables a lookup method that allows a forward LSTM and progressively processes the sequence, and also a backward LSTM, that operates

the sequence in reverse order. Therefore, the output is the interconnection of the corresponding states of both the forward and backward LSTM.

The parameter values and training parameters of the designed architecture are depicted in Table 1.

3.4 Experimental setting and evaluation

The proposed BiLSTM model was implemented on MATLAB R2020b (Mathworks, USA) running on Windows 10 64 bits Intel Core i5 CPU and 8 GB

RAM. In addition to MATLAB, we also used the WEKA environment for analyzing our ML algorithms. To evaluate the performance of our model and

other ML algorithms, we applied the following metrics: precision, recall, F-measure, and accuracy (ACC). The lexical (bag of words) feature was used

to develop the classification model for this study.

For the BiLSTM model, our evaluation is divided into two major parts; the first is based on the BiLSTM model and applied the ratio 60:20:20

percentage split training, validation, and testing, respectively. Therefore, the total number of instances utilized for training was 2652, validation was

884, and 884 instances for testing using the ExAIS_SMS dataset. To further validate our work’s performance, we applied the same validation split

on the UCI SMS dataset to give a total split of 3344 training, 1114 validation, and 1114 testing instances, respectively.

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This section gives detailed results of the ML experiments on the ExAIS_SMS and UCI SMS datasets, respectively. Each of the datasets is partitioned

using cross-validation methods of ratio 60:20:20 for training, validation, and testing.

1. Experiment based on ExAIS_SMS dataset

2. Experiment based on UCI dataset

4.1 Experiment results for ExAIS_SMS

The comparison result for the carried out with the best performance result obtained for six classifiers and the results obtained are presented

in Table 2. In order to effectively optimize the performance of the BiLSTM model from the initial ground-truth classification rate of 90.8,

we finetuned some of the parameters and after several adjustments, our model was able to achieve a significant improvement from an ini-

tial 90.8% to 93.4% accuracy. The overall summary of results obtained using the ExAIS_SMS datasets on the seven algorithms is presented

in Table 2.

Table 2 shows the result for the best five ML algorithms in comparison BiLSTM model. The performance results are very impressive, and each

classifier is evaluated based on accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure. BiLSTM achieved the best results with an accuracy of 93.4%, precision

96.9, recall 91.7%, and F-measure 94.23%, respectively. The second best is obtained from Naïve Bayes with an accuracy of 84.4%, 84.6% precision,

84.4% recall, and 84.3% F-measure. The screenshot of the training progress for BiLSTM is depicted in Figure 6, and Figure 7 shows the confusion

matrix obtained during testing.

TA B L E 2 Experimental results for ExAIS_SMS (*best result in bold)

S/N Classifier ACC (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)

1 BayesNet 79.1 81.2 79.1 78.3

2 NB 84.4 84.6 84.4 84.3

3 Decision table 71.09 73.1 71.1 69.5

4 C4.5 60.65 71.3 60.7 57.7

5 J48 73.63 78.8 73.6 71.4

6 BiLSTM 93.4 96.9 91.7 94.23
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F I G U R E 6 Screenshot of training progress for ExAIS_SMS dataset

F I G U R E 7 Confusion matrix for BiLSTM using ExAIS_SMS dataset
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F I G U R E 8 Summary of comparison with traditional machine learning (ExAIS_SMS)

F I G U R E 9 Summary of comparison with BiLSTM and traditional machine learning UCI dataset

From Figure 8, this article shows a great improvement in classification rate, but the SMO classifier is computationally intensive with respect to

training time of 2714.64 s when compared with others.

4.2 Experiment results for UCI_SMS

To further validate our proposed model, we applied the popular UCI SMS dataset and the summary of our experimental results. The time taken to

compute each classifier is represented in Figure 9.

The graph from Figure 9 shows that our BiLSTM model still outperforms traditional ML classifiers like SGD and BayesNet with accuracy, preci-

sion, recall, and F-measure of 96.8%, 96.9%, 91.7%, and 94.23%, respectively. The screenshot for the training progress of BiLSTM on UCI data set is

depicted in Figure 10, and the confusion matrix for summarized analysis is presented in Figure 11.

4.3 Comparison results based on UCI dataset

We compared our proposed BiLSTM model with experimental results of some recently published literature based on the UCI dataset of 5572 or

5574 SMS spam. Interestingly, our model performed well on our indigenous dataset and showed an impressive performance compared to existing

studies, as summarized in Table 3.
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F I G U R E 10 Screenshot of training progress for UCI dataset

5 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

This article proposes a deep learning method based on a RNN (BiLSTM model). The study was carried out on two datasets; an indigenous dataset

referred to ExAIS_SMS and the popularly known UCI dataset. In the proposed method, according to the significant properties of our proposed

bi-directional long short-term memory, the ExAIS_SMS and UCI SMS dataset during the experiments were able to obtain a significant classification

rate in the detection of spam SMS.

The experiment was carried out using cross-validation methods at ratio 60: 20:20 for train, validation, and test, respectively, for each of the

datasets. The overall performance result gave a consistent result for seven classifiers: BiLSTM, Naïve Bayes, BayesNet, SVM, K-nearest neighbor,

J48, and decision tree. Our proposed BiLSTM model outperformed the traditional ML classifier for both ExAIS_SMS and UCI datasets. The results of

BiLSTM on the two datasets have been consistently promising results with accuracy for the ExAIS_SMS database is 93.4%, and performance accu-

racy for UCI dataset was 96.8%. The experimental results obtained for the six ML classifiers used in this article are as follows: Naive Bayes, BayesNet,

SOM, decision tree, C4.5, J48 with 89.64%, 91.11%, 88.24%, 75.76%, 80.24%, and 79.2%, respectively for ExAIS_SMS datasets respectively. While

the results using UCI dataset are as follows: 90.92% BayesNet, SGD, 76.02, respectively.

By comparing our experimental results with other state-of-the-art ML classifiers, it was found that BiLSTM achieved a considerable improve-

ment in classification accuracy and has less computational time with respect to other classifiers. Therefore, it is possible to say that the proposed

BiLSTM method is suitable for deployment at either the client (mobile app) or server-side (network provider). One of the shortfalls of our model

is the problem of limited datasets, and preprocessing time was very high as a result of the manual removal of unstandardized abbreviations. In our
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F I G U R E 11 Confusion matrix for UCI dataset

TA B L E 3 Comparison with existing studies on the UCI SMS dataset

Method Accuracy (%) Reference

TF-IDF and random forest 97.5 Sjarif et al.32

Cost sensitive classifiers and Bayesian network 99.8 Lim and Singh33

Danger theory+Krill herd optimization model 96 Sharaff et al.34

Neural network 97.67 Alzahrani and Rawat36

CNN+ LSTM 98.5 Al Bataineh and Kaur47

LSTM 98.5 Gadde et al.46

BiLSTM 98.6 Our proposed model

future work, we will be focusing on applying some practical and less computational data augmentation methods to solve the class imbalance problem

by generating synthetic SMS dataset for improved classification performance.
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